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Background and motivation

General idea
Use length functions on (infinite) group-like objects to control the
growth of interesting quantities.

Some results on the rapid decay property (property (RD)):
(Haagerup 1978) The norm of C∗r (FN ) can be controlled by
the Sobolev-`2-norms associated to the word length on FN .

(Jolissaint 1989) Recognize this kind of phenomenon as rapid
decay (property (RD)), and study it systematically.
(Vergnioux 2007) Extend (RD) for discrete quantum groups.
(Bhowmick, Voigt & Zacharias 2014) Refine (RD) in order to
fit in the context of non-unimodular discrete quantum groups.

Applications: K-theory, the work (V. Lafforgue, 2000, 2001) on the
Baum-Connes conjecture via Banach KK-theory, etc.
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(PG) and (RD)— discrete groups

Length function l on a discrete group Γ is a mapping l : Γ→ R≥0

such that (i) l(eΓ) = 0, (ii) l(g) = l(g−1), (iii) l(gh) ≤ l(g) + l(h),
where g, h ∈ Γ.

Definition of (PG)

(Γ, l) grows polynomially if there exists a polynomial P ∈ R[X]
such that for any n ∈ N, ]{g ∈ Γ : l(g) ≤ n} ≤ P (n).

Definition of (RD)

(Γ, l) has (RD) if there exists a polynomial P ∈ R[X] such that for
any n ∈ N, F ∈ Cc(Γ), l(F ) ≤ n implies ‖λ(F )‖ ≤ P (n)‖F‖2.

Some results:
(PG) implies (RD).
(Gromov 1981): a finitely generated group Γ has a length
function l such that (Γ, l) has (PG) if and only if Γ is virtually
nilpotent.
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The quantum case of Kac type—preliminaries

We consider only CQG of Kac type (unimodular), as the bicrossed
products appearing later in this talk are automatically of Kac type.

Some preliminary definitions and notations

length function: a length function l on Irr(G) is a mapping
l : Irr(G)→ R≥0 satisfying (i) l([ε]) = 0, (ii) l([u]) = l([u]);
(iii) l(x) ≤ l(y) + l(z) if x ⊆ y ⊗ z.

Fourier transform: FG : cc(Ĝ)→ C(G) sending a to∑
x∈Irr(G) dim(x)(Trx⊗ id)

(
ux(apx ⊗ 1)

)
∈ Pol(G) ⊆ C(G),

where cc(Ĝ) := ⊕algB(Hx).

Sobolev-0-norm of a ∈ cc(Ĝ):
‖a‖G,0 =

√∑
x∈Irr(G) dim(x) Trx

(
(a∗a)px

)
.

What we want: control ‖FG(a)‖ using l and ‖a‖G,0.
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The quantum case of Kac type—(RD) and (PG)

Definitions of (PG) and (RD)

(Ĝ, l) has (PG) if there exists P ∈ R[X] such that∑
x∈Irr(G),k≤l(x)<k+1

[dim(x)]2 ≤ P (k).

(Ĝ, l) has (RD) if there exists P ∈ R[X] such that for any
k ∈ N and a ∈ cc(Ĝ) with the length of supporting irreducibles
lies in [k, k + 1[, one has ‖FG(a)‖ ≤ P (k)‖a‖G,0.

We say Ĝ has (RD) (or (PG)) if there is a length function l
with (Ĝ, l) having (RD) (or (PG)).

(PG) implies (RD), and converse holds if G is coamenable.
(Vergnioux 2007) showed that Ĝ has (PG) if G is a connected
compact Lie group.
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Bicrossed products—introduction

Bicrossed products takes a matched pair of locally compact groups
and produces a locally compact quantum group, and are one of the
major sources of noncommutative noncommutative examples of
quantum groups.

First introduction: (G. Kac 1968), for Kac algebras.
General construction: (Vaes & Vainerman 2003), for LCQGs.
Simplified version for classic bicrossed product: (Fima,
Mukherjee & Patri 2015), take a classic matched pair and
produce a CQG.

We will only introduce and use the simplified version of classic
bicrossed products in this talk.
Goal of this talk: study the pertinence of (RD) (and (PG)) of
bicrossed products, and produce concrete examples of CQGs whose
dual has (RD) but not (PG).
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Bicrossed products—matched pair

Convention
All compact groups are Hausdorff and second countable. All
discrete groups are countable. All representations of compact
groups are finite-dimensional and unitary unless stated otherwise.

Definition
A classic matched pair (or simply a matched pair since we won’t
consider other kind of matched pairs) (G,Γ) consists a compact
group G, a discrete group Γ, such that there exists a (essentially
unique) locally compact group H containing copies of G and Γ as
topological subgroups, and G ∩ Γ = {e}, GΓ = H.

Actions associated with a matched pair

If (G,Γ) is a matched pair, which we view as subgroups of H, then
γg = αγ(g)βg(γ) determines a left action α : Γ y G and a right
action β : Γ x G satisfying certain compatibility conditions.
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Bicrossed products—the construction 1

(G,Γ) being a matched pair with left action α : Γ y G and a right
action β : Γ x G. This induces a group morphism
α∗ : Γ→ Aut(C(G)) via the pull-backs of the action α. Thus one
can form the reduced crossed product A : = Γ nα∗,r G.

A is generated by a copy of C(G), the elements of which will
still be denoted using the same symbol, and a copy of Γ as a
subgroup of the unitary group U(A), for which we use uγ ∈ A
to denote the copy of γ ∈ Γ.

If a ∈ C(G) ⊆ A, define

∆(a) := ∆G(a) ⊆ C(G)⊗ C(G) ⊆ A⊗A

If γ ∈ Γ, define ∆(uγ) : =
∑

r∈γ·G uγvγ,r ⊗ ur, where
vγ,r ∈ C(G) is the characteristic function of the clopen set
{g ∈ G : γ · g = βg(γ) = r} in G.
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Bicrossed product—the construction 2

Theorem (Fima, Mukherjee & Patri, 2015)

∆ as defined above extends to unique C∗-algebra morphism
∆: A → A⊗A such that the pair G : = (A,∆) is a CQG.

Definition
The CQG G in the above theorem is called the bicrossed product of
the matched pair (G,Γ), and is denoted by G ./ Γ.

Some remarks
If the action β : Γ x G is trivial, then the bicrossed product
reduces to the (simpler) crossed product construction.

G is commutative if and only if the action α is trivial and Γ is
abelian.

G is almost never cocommutative.
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(RD) and (PG) for the dual of bicrossed products

Let (G,Γ) be a matched pair, G = G ./ Γ. We have the following
results (Fima & Wang, 2018).

There is a canonical bijection between collection of length
functions on Ĝ and the collection of matched pair of length
functions. A pair (lG, lΓ) is called a matched pair of length
function if lG is a length function on Irr(G), lΓ a length
function on Γ, and they satisfy some compatibility conditions
arising naturally from the representation theory of G.

Ĝ has (RD) if and only if there is a matched pair of length
functions (lG, lΓ) such that (G, lG) has (PG) and (Γ, lΓ) has
(RD);
Ĝ has (PG) if and only if there is a matched pair of length
functions (lG, lΓ) such that (Ĝ, lG), (Γ, lΓ) both have (PG).
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Twisting the semidirect products

Question
How to construct matched pair (G,Γ) with nontrivial actions
(nontrivial matched pairs) and when such construction leads to
bicrossed products with or without (PG) and/or (RD)?

Proposition (Twisting semidirect products by finite subgroups)

Let ϕ : Γ→ Aut(G) be a group morphism, where Γ is a discrete
group, G a compact group, Aut(G) the group of topological
automorphisms of G. Then for any finite subgroup Λ of Γ, one can
form the semidirect product Go Λ using the restriction ϕ|Λ, and
(Go Λ,Γ) is a matched pair.
Moreover, let α : Γ y Go Λ be the associated left action,
β : Γ x Go Λ the right action. Then

α is nontrivial if and only if Λ 6⊆ ker(ϕ).
β is nontrivial if and only Λ is not contained in the center of Γ.
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A result on the construction

Main theorem (Wang, 2019)

Let Γ be a discrete group, G a compact group, ϕ : Γ→ Aut(G) a
group morphism, Λ a finite subgroup of Γ and G = (Go Λ) ./ Γ.
If Out(G) = Aut(G)/ Inn(G) is finite, then the following hold:

There exists a length function witnessing (PG) of Ĝ if and
only if there exists a length function witnessing the (PG) of Ĝ
which is β-invariant (leads to matched pair of l.f.);

Ĝ has (RD) if and only if Ĝ has (PG) and Γ has (RD);
Ĝ has (PG) if and only if both Ĝ and Γ have (PG).

Key part of the proof
Study the representation theory of the compact semidirect product
Go Λ—(i) Classification of irreducibles (Mackey’s analysis); (ii)
The fusion rules (a general result in the quantum setting will
appear soon). Then apply the results in (Fima & Wang, 2018).
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Explicit examples

Some known facts
Examples of discrete groups with (RD) but not (PG): SL2(Z),
F2 etc.

Recall that if G is a compact Lie group, then Ĝ has (PG)
(Vergnioux, 2007).
Out(G) is finite if G is a compact connected Lie group whose
Lie algebra is semisimple (e.g. SO(n), SU(n), Sp(n,H) etc.).

Combining these facts and the main theorem yields many examples
of bicrossed products whose dual has (RD) but not (PG). As an
illustration, take Γ = SL2(Z) ' Z/4Z ∗Z/2Z Z/6Z, G = SO(3),
ϕ : Γ→ Aut(G) determined by the conjugations of suitable
rotations associated to the generators s =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
and t =

(
0 −1
1 1

)
.

Suppose Λ is any finite subgroup of Γ, then the dual of the CQG
G = (Go Λ) ./ Γ has (RD) but does not have (PG).
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